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HELLO! My name is Debbie Moore !

Isagenix is My Miracle for Life !

I live in Quarryville, Pennsylvania, and I am employed by Genesis Health Ventures in Kennett Square,
Pennsylvania as an Information Technology Computer Professional. I have spent most of my life fighting the
“battle of the bulge”.
When I passed forty, I found myself gaining weight even more quickly, especially around my mid section! My
Mom called it “middle age spread” and told me it was just my age.
I tried every diet from Cabbage Soup to Atkins and nothing worked ! I bought exercise equipment in hopes
that would help but I couldn’t find the energy to climb on and use it! Weight Watchers looked appealing but
quickly turned into another dead-end.
My depression and negativity about myself was growing and starting to cause problems in my marriage. My
constant fatigue caused me to feel tired, hopeless and FAT !
Sunday, April 24th, 2003, little did I know my life was about to change !
Friends from Delaware came to visit. I noticed there was a big difference in the way they looked! They both had
lost a lot of weight! Anne lost 15 pounds and 21 inches and her husband Terry lost 20 pounds with Isagenix.
As they were getting ready to leave I inquired as to how they accomplished this feat! I was instructed to check out
their Isagenix website. As they drove out the driveway, I hurried to my computer, found their Isagenix website,
signed up as an Associate and ordered my first Starter Cycle Pak!
May 5th, I started my Isagenix 9 day cycle . . .
After 24 hours I stepped on the scale and found I lost 5 pounds! I got off the scale and checked it for
accuracy! I then quickly took my measurements and discovered I lost 7.5 inches! This was truly a miracle!
The next 24 hours were just as remarkable! I dropped 4 more pounds and an additional 7.75 inches! I also
noticed that I wasn’t TIRED! I had a new feeling of energy that was unknown to me. As I bent down to pick
up my husbands socks, which are awaiting me on the floor every day (haha) I realized I had no PAIN !
I have completed my first 9 day cycle . . . “Guess what Mom, middle age spread is now a choice” !
My husband is thrilled for me and is finding very nice ways to show it. My results have been phenomenal!

In 9 DAYS . . . I LOST 14 Pounds and 27 Inches !
In 33 DAYS . . . I LOST 23 Pounds and 39 Inches !
Thank You ISAGENIX for my new LIFE ! Thank you God for bringing this Miracle of Life to my door !
Weight-loss results may vary. In a recent study, participants averaged a weight loss of 7 pounds at the completion of their first Isagenix 9 Day Program. Always consult
your physician before making any dietary changes or starting any nutrition, weight or exercise program.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

